
Welcome to the
US 34 Planning and 

Environmental Linkages Study
Public Meeting

A brief presentation will be given at 
5:45



WELCOME!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LouWelcome. Introduce self; We appreciate your interest in the US 34 Corridor Study and welcome each of you here this evening.   Recognize CDOT management and Coalition representatives in the room. 
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Agenda

• US 34 PEL Study Overview
– Intent of PEL study
– US 34 Coalition

• US 34 Access Control Plan
• Your role tonight

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what we’ll cover in this presentation.
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US 34 PEL Study Overview 
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US 34 PEL Project Limits and 
Study Area

• Related projects with staff here tonight:
– US 34/US 85 Interchange
– I-25/US 34 Interchange
– I-25/SH 402 Interchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project limits for the US 34 PEL study begins at Glade Road, just west of Loveland and continues through Greeley to Weld County Road 49 in Kersey.  The study area passes through Larimer and Weld Counties and crosses several key interchanges such as the US 25/US 34 interchange and the US 85/US 34 interchange.
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US 34 PEL Project Limits and 
Study Area

• Related projects with staff here tonight:
– US 34 Canyon 
– I-25/US 34 Interchange
– I-25/SH 402 Interchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project limits for the US 34 PEL study begins at Glade Road, just west of Loveland and continues through Greeley to Weld County Road 49 in Kersey.  The study area passes through Larimer and Weld Counties and crosses several key interchanges such as the US 25/US 34 interchange and the US 85/US 34 interchange.
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What is the intent of this PEL Study?

• Develop a vision for US 34
• Identify transportation solutions 

– Immediate projects
– Mid-term and long-term 

solutions
• Establish costs and pursue 

funding for projects
• Develop implementation 

strategies 
• Facilitate project development 

and construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key points are the bullets on the slideThe intent of this study is to develop a corridor vision, identify transportation solutions that can be constructed immediately and in the future, and figure out how to fund and implement those projects through construction.PEL studies are generally conducted before any project construction funding is identified and before specific problems and solutions are known.  PEL Studies have the potential to streamline the federal environmental review process, and CDOT follows Federal Highway Administration guidance for conducting PEL studies to ensure that useful information is carried forward into the development of specific projects.  The expected outcome of this study will be a implementation plan that identifies short-term, mid-term and long-term safety and mobility improvements.  The short-term projects will be able to be implemented immediately and the PEL study will be carried forward and assist the development of future projects.  
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What is the purpose and need for 
improvements on US 34? 

The purpose of highway improvements is to preserve 
US 34 as a vital regional transportation corridor to 
move people, goods, and information reliably and 
plan for the future by accommodating changing travel 
demands and opportunities.
Needs:
• Enhance safety
• Accommodate travel demands associated with 

forecasted population and economic growth 
• Increase reliability of east/west regional travel, 

while balancing local access and mobility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key points are notes on slide.
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Related Studies and Projects

• PEL Study incorporates other studies and projects in 
the study area

– US 85 PEL Study
– North I-25 Environmental Impact Statement
– SH 402 Environmental Assessment (EA)
– SH 402 Access Control Plan
– US 34 EA
– US 34 Business EA and Widening Project
– O Street Arterial Corridor Study 
– Freedom Parkway Corridor Planning and Access 

Control Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key point: The information gathered from past and current related studies will be incorporated into the US 34 PEL study.   [No need to read off all the studies; point is that we’re incorporating and validating these other projects and studies in our planning and are not starting over from scratch.]
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US 34 Coalition

The US 34 Coalition was formed in 2015 with the 
purpose of creating a collaborative effort to advocate 
for needed improvements along the US 34 corridor. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The US 34 Coalition was formed in 2015 with the purpose of creating a collaborative effort to advocate for needed improvements along the US 34 corridor. These members are committed to working together to find the best possible solutions for the US 34 Corridor.  The roles of the US 34 Coalition include, working collaboratively, building upon past efforts, meeting the public and agency expectations, guiding local involvement in the PEL study, as well as sharing information and materials to assist the process.  CDOT is working together with the US 34 Coalition and others, including you, to develop a common vision for the US 34 Corridor. The PEL effort will incorporate, manage, and meet public and agency expectations for corridor improvements while building upon and validating other studies and projects in the area.  Key point is on slide.
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US 34 Access Control Plan
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Access Management on US 34

Concurrent with PEL study, 
CDOT will:
• Update existing US 34 

Access Control Plan if 
required 

– East of I-25 through 
Kersey

• Develop new US 34 Access 
Control Plan

– West of I-25 through 
Loveland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key points on slide.
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What does an Access Control Plan do?

An Access Control Plan controls the 
location, spacing, design, and operation 

of driveways, median openings, and street 
connections to a roadway.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key point is on slide. �If you want to discuss more, can explain benefits of access control plans:improve safety by reducing number of conflict pointsImprove travel flow, reducing travel timesGood for business – preserves property values, better traffic operations leads to broader market areaBetter roadway appearance, including opportunities for landscaping
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Examples of access control techniques

• Consolidate the number 
of direct access points 
to US 34

• Minimize number of 
places vehicles merge 
or cross

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of how access control works, so you can see the types of techniques CDOT considers. Our open house station has information on different types of tools and techniques that help with access control.
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Your Role Tonight

INSERT PHOTO
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How can you help inform this study?

• Tell us where you see problems or opportunities 
on US 34.

• Write on maps and give input to staff at open house 
stations:

– PEL process, purpose, and need
– Existing transportation conditions 
– Existing safety and traffic conditions
– Existing social and environmental conditions
– Access control planning

• Fill out a comment form.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tonight’s meeting is open house format. Please take a look at the exhibits and information that we have available tonight all around the room. Make sure to visit the roll plots and maps to write on them, this helps us record your knowledge of the area.Everyone you see with a name tag can answer any questions you may have.  Remember to sign in at the sign table if you have not done so and please fill out a comment form so that we have your input. Comment forms can also be mailed on or before May 12, 2017 to the address on the back of the comment form. 
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Thank you for attending!

Sign up for the project mailing list to 
receive future project notifications.

https://www.codot.gov/library/studies/
us-34-planning-and-environmental-

linkages-pel-study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending tonight’s public meeting, we sincerely appreciate your attendance and interest concerning the US 34 PEL study. No questions from group, turn off microphone. People’s questions are best answered by staff at the open house stations. 
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